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ABSTRACT 
An upper estimate for the norm of a matrix A as a Schur multiplier in the 
Schatten classes S, is given. The estimate turns out to be sharp. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (a+), X = (xjk) be infinite matrices. The matrix A 0 X = 
(aj, xjk) is called the Schur product of A and X. We will identify a matrix 
and the corresponding operator in the Hilbert space H = 1,. For a fixed A, 
consider the linear mapping 
M,:X++AoX. (1) 
The theory of Schur multipliers is mainly theory of this mapping as a linear 
transformation in various classes of operators. Here we will be interested in 
conditions on A guaranteeing the boundedness of MA as an operator acting 
in the Schatten classes S,, 1 < p < 00. (See [8] for definitions and basic facts 
on Sp-classes). 
We introduce some notation we need to formulate our main result. Let 
a k- - {a,k,a,k,... )‘, k E N, be the columns of a matrix A. For any r E [l, ~1 
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we define the class Z&,.> of matrices with the finite “mixed” norm 
BY 11~11, = [T~(A*A)~/~I~/~, 1 G p G 00, we denote the norm of A in S,. 
Our goal here is to prove the following statement. 
THEOREM. Suppose r > 2 and 
‘1 1 1 I I --- < -. P 2 r (2) 
Then for any A E l,(l,) and X E S, 
IIAo XII, < llAll~,~l,,llXll,. (3) 
For the extreme cmes l/p = i t_ l/r the constant factor 1 in (3) is sharp. 
In addition, the estimate (3) is sharp in p: if II/p - ;I > l/r, then a 
matrix A E 1,(1,) is not necessarily a Schur multiplier in S,. 
2. RELATION TO 1, 
The mapping (1) can be regarded as a specific case of the multipliers for 
kernels of integral operators in La-spaces. Namely, let (X, ~1 be a measure 
space. We consider integral operators in L,(X, ~1: 
(Tu)(r) = j--t!,. Y>4Y> d&Y). 
If cp is a given measurable function on X X M, then let cp 0 T be the similar 
integral operator with the kernel 9(x, y)t(r, y). Now we are interested in 
properties of the linear transformation M, : T * p 0 T. If X = F+J and Al. is 
the counting measure, then clearly M, is the Schur multiplier by the matrix 
A = (cp(j, k)). 
Linear transformations of the type M, were intensively studied by 
Birman and Solomyak ([3-51; see also [6] for a survey), in the framework of 
the more general theory of “double operator integrals”. An important contri- 
bution to this theory was also made by Peller [13]. Various estimates for M, 
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can be found in the papers mentioned above, and also in some other ones. 
Their characteristic feature is that they are valid for broad classes of measures 
p, and that the constants in these estimates do not depend on p. 
Just this last property points out that these estimates are not very useful 
when applied to the Schur multipliers. It turns out that many important 
estimates valid for MA have no analogs for integral operators. The principal 
one is the Schur estimate (see [I5]) 
IlAo XII < IIAII 11X11 (4) 
The estimate (3) is also of this sort. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
We introduce some more notation. For a given matrix A, by 111 A 111 p
denote the norm of MA as an operator in S,: 
III AIII ,, = sup{l]Ao XI], : I]Xl] p =G I}, 
and by 11) A 111, without any index, denote the norm of MA as an operator in 
B(H). Let M,, F&4 be the sets of all matrices A such that 111 A 111 p < ~0, 
((1 A 111 < ~0 respectively. It is clear that M, and M are commutative Banach 
algebras, with respect to the Schur multiplication and the corresponding 
norms. 
We need some elementary properties of these algebras. We collect them 
in the following two statements. As usual, p’ denotes the conjugate exponent: 
p’ = p/(p - 1). 
LEMMA 1 
(i) M, = m/o,, (1 < p < a>, and M = M, = bAm, including the 
coincidence of the norms. 
(ii) M, = WJ and Ill A Ill 2 = II All~~,p 
(iii) Let p > 2 and q E (p’, p>. Then M, c M,, Ill A III q < Ill A Ill p. 
Proof. (i) follows from standard duality arguments, (ii) is an evident 
consequence of the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt class S,, and (iii) can 
be derived using complex interpolation (see [9, Theorem 3.5.21). n 
Note that in fact Lemma 1 is nothing but a particular case of Lemmas 8.1, 
8.2 and Corollary 8.1 from [6]. 
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Now, for a given matrix A = (ujk) and for any n E N, introduce the 
truncated matrix 
LEMMA 2. 
III A III = sup 111 A’“’ 111 . 
n 
(f-9 
Proof Due to Lemma l(i), the equality (6) is implied by (5) for p = X. 
Introduce the sets of matrices 
Kc”) = (X : X = XC”)} = {X = ( xjk), xjk = 0 for min(j, k) > n} 
The set K = iJ, KC”) is dense in S,, 1 < p < m. Therefore, 
Ill AIll, = sup(llAo XII,: X E K, llXllp < 1). 
Fix a number c, c < )(I A 111 rl, and find X E K, 1) Xl], < 1, such that 
IlAo XII, > c. We have X E K (n) for some n. Evidently A 0 X = A’“) 0 X; 
hence I]( A’“’ II] p >-c. This immediately implies the inequality < in (5). The 
inverse inequality is obvious. n 
4. PROOF 
Here the proof of the Theorem will be given. It is based upon the 
following estimate obtained by Ong [12]. To make our exposition self- 
contained, we present also the proof (borrowed from [I2]>. 
LEMMA 3. The following inequality is valid: 
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Note that this is an improvement of the Schur estimate (41, because of the 
evident inequality 
11 Alll,cl,, Q II AlI. (8) 
Proof of Lemma 3. Remark that )I A 0 XII = 1) A’0 X’II. Let us denote 
II All l,(l,) = cy, llX7)1~,(~zj = 5. Along with (8) we have 5 < IIXII. Then for any 
f = If& E 1, 
II@’ o X’)f II2 = C ( CakjXkjfk 1’ 
.i k 
=Ga “C ( lf~12&j12) < a2~“llfll”. 
k j 
n 
In fact, Lemma 3 is a direct consequence of the exact expression for the 
norm 11) A I[(, given by Haagerup ([lo]; see also [l, 141). 
Proof of the Theorem. Due to Lemma 1, it is enough to consider the 
case l/p = i - l/r. Besides, due to Lemma 2 we can restrict ourselves to 
the finite-dimensional case. 
Consider the bilinear mapping acting on 12 X n matrices: 
T:(A,X) -AoX. 
By Lemma 3, 
I- : p”‘( zp) x B I+ B, 
and by Lemma l(u); 
r : p(p) x s, - s,. 
[Here B = B(Zp)) and S, = S,(Zkn)>.] 
The constants in the corresponding estimates are both equal to 1. Using 
complex bilinear interpolation (see e.g., [2, Theorem 4.4.111, we obtain that 
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for any 0 E (0, 1) 
r: [z~n’(zp’),zqz~))]~ x [B,S,], - [B,S,],. 
Here [e, . lo is the standard notation for the complex interpolation functor. 
The constant factor in the corresponding estimate equals 1. 
It is known (see e.g., [16, 1.19.71) that 
including the coincidence of the norms. Further, 
[ zpy zp>, zq I?)] e = Z?“( [zp, zp] J = ZP( I!“‘), (9) 
1 1-e 1 1 
-=-=--- 
r 2 2 P’ 
any p > 2 we have ll~ll, < Ill A Ill plIXIlp, or 
I)( A I)( p > n1/2-1/P = n’/2-‘/P-‘/‘ll AIll,( (10) 
So we see that the constant factor 1 in (3) cannot be improved for l/p = 
i - l/r, nor, consequently, for l/p = + + l/r. We see also from (10) 
that an estimate of the type (3) with any additional constant factor on the 
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right-hand side cannot be valid (for the infinite-dimensional case) outside the 
interval (2). n 
5. EXAMPLE 
Here we consider an example. Let h = (h,}, k E Z, be a numerical 
sequence, and Ah = {hk - hk_l}. Introduce the matrix A,, = (ujk), ojk = 
(hj - hk)/(j - k), j + k, aJ.i = 0. (This is a particular case of the so-called 
Loewner matrices.) 
COROLLARY. Let r > 2 and 11/p - $ < l/r. Then for any sequence h 
such that Ah E I,., and any X E S,, 
IIA, 0 XII, . < --+Wl~rll-xll,. 
For the proof it suffices to check that 
But this last estimate immediately follows from (3) due to the well-known 
discrete Hardy inequality 
(see [ll, Theorem 3261). 
The idea of this work arose as a result of a discussion of the second-named 
author with Professor]. A. Erdm at King’s College, London. It is a pleasure 
to express our gratitude. 
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